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Client protection examined.
Psychopractice trade associations have been promoting Statutory Regulation [SR] for around 20 years. During this time their training needs, especially those of sustaining and consolidating trainee streams, i.e. of keeping courses in business, have been the overwhelming but unavowed, tacit need driving their desire for SR. SR would add incomparable added value to training products.

A second related dynamic has been the desire on the part of some practitioners, particularly those connected to the NHS, for the enhanced status and career/pay structures that a state regulated profession is believed to convey.

Client protection has been a convenient smokescreen behind which these economic and status factors could be hidden. (When recently, I asked the BACP/UKCP registered participants of an IPN group what the benefits of registration were, their unanimous response was ‘You get more work’).

Evidence-based legislation?
Discussions about psychopractice regulation often invoke the need for ‘evidence-based practice’.  Yet the need for client protection still appears to be based on hearsay and anecdotal evidence. If we presume 37,000 UK psychopractitioners, each with say, 10 or 12 clients, this amounts to approaching half a million working alliances; then multiply this by the number of client hours, say 40 per client per year and we have a figure of getting on for 2 million contact hours, year after year, which is also probably a very conservative figure. Considering the scale of this, the number of disputes, let alone the instances of actual abuse in psychopractice, appears to be quite insignificant or even negligible. 

But are they insignificant? Ros Mead appeared to maintain, at the recent meeting to hear the results of the BACP/UKCP mapping research that they are significant but where is the evidence for this?  If the DoH has evidence, why has it not been disclosed? If the DoH doesn’t have research evidence from across the client population to demonstrate that client abuse is significant, why is it planning to spend public money and tie up already scarce resources on measures to regulate psychopractice based on a need for client protection? 

Here it appears, is a gaping hole in the proposals for psychopractice regulation, one that requires research to establish, through independent inquiry across the client population, that psychopractitioner abuse is significant. Such research could establish how many clients/service users feel they have been abused, (and in what way) how many have had disputes, and how many have been generally/well pleased with the practitioners they have worked with. Without such research, regulation of any kind seems likely to lack credibility other than as support for trade association control of a market for services. (There is of course a sense in which any abuse is significant for the abused, but we are not yet such a risk-averse society such that every conceivable instance of abuse is necessarily assumed to require legislative intervention.)

Compliance
Developing regulation without an evidence-base of the actual scale of client abuse is one thing. Using what is likely to be seen as a ‘combine harvester’ approach of the external application of the categorising techniques of NVQ, QAA and Skills for Health to reap and thresh psychopractice competencies, standards, and training seems highly likely to be seen as anathema by many practitioners (and training institutions). Taken together, these two seem certain to result in low compliance with any resulting legislation/regulation, and a flight by practitioners to other, unregulated titles, of which there are many, leaving the official mainstream occupied by practitioners asleep to the down-side of professionalisation. It is difficult to imagine how this could conceivably be of net overall benefit to the client/service user population.

Criteria for adequate client/service user accountability.
Rather than regulation, accountability is a better and more widely acceptable way of framing ethically sound client/practitioner working alliances. 

Over a decade of IPN theory and practice has identified several key elements of effective accountability. 

	On going, long term, face to face contact with a settled group of peers that demonstrates a practitioner’s capacity to form working alliances based on respect, negotiation, mutuality and rapport.


	Declaration by each participant to the peer group of their training, competencies, special area of expertise if any, the client population for whom they are competent, their client workload, their continuing personal/professional development commitment, and their supervision arrangements.


	Mutual disclosure in the peer group of challenges, deficits, difficulties, achievements, and significant developments in their practitioner work, coupled with disclosure of any developments in their personal life that might affect their fitness to practice.


	Agreement between the practitioner group members about how disputes with clients should be handled.


Self and peer accreditation in such a group institutionalises practitioner/client accountability in a way that greatly increases the likelihood of client satisfaction, and reduces to close to zero the chances of abusive or exploitative practitioner behaviour.

Some people have objected that the close personal contact of this process invites collusion. In the IPN model, when such a group has formed, they contract with other similar groups to establish external validation of their accreditation/dispute resolution process and possible collusive agendas. There is also a vested interest carried by every group member that their group colleagues’ practice is sound and ethical (not least because if it is not, then that will reflect unfavourably upon their own judgement and practice). Moreover, this approach to accountability also draws fully upon what is commonly a very well developed intuitive and perceptive sense in therapists and counsellors, such that our ‘peers-in-relationship’ are best placed by far to ‘pick up’ concerns about any given practitioner’s fitness to do this demanding work.

As IPN demonstrates, such a framing of psychopractice accountability can be orchestrated in innumerably different ways. 

If a regulation process lacks this mix of autonomy and external validation how can it avoid being perceived by practitioners as coercive and stressful, and an unwarranted imposition? Will it not prove to be lacking in credibility, resulting in low compliance, and effectiveness in protecting clients, should the latter indeed prove to be a significant, evidence-based requirement?

Incorporating the key elements of a self and peer accreditation approach into DoH policy recommendations (to be implemented in a variety of ways by all the diverse organisations presently in the psychopractice field) could ensure that quality assurance of practitioner/client relationships would be intrinsic, i.e. eliminating abuse through continuous monitoring, not as the Department of Health  Next Steps proposals seems to indicate, extrinsic, via the detection, investigation and adjudication of complaints. In so far as quality assurance is intrinsic, state regulation of psychopractice would be redundant. 

Such an outcome would be strongly supported by what is a missing ingredient in the whole discussion of psychopractice regulation, education.

Education – the missing ingredient
In the recently  outlined plans for taking forward SR, the DoH seems to be adopting a dominance and subordination approach to institutional power that mirrors the difficulties many clients bring to practitioners. I accept that it may not feel like bullying to the DoH but that is the underlying posture of the ‘Next Steps’ to those of us with a professional training in and around power relations in groups. 

External control as the paradigm for professional regulation is an archaic take on quality assurance whose lack of efficacy has, in recent years, been demonstrated only too well in the medical world. Industrial quality management long ago moved away from external quality control, where production is monitored for rejects that are then scrapped (the present psychomedical institutional model) to designing accountability processes that minimize the possibility of producing rejects. IPN is an example of this well-established industrial paradigm. 

A less expensive and much more effective approach to addressing the concerns that may be politically important around supposed client abuse, is to commit major resources to educating the UK population on the benefits and limitations of psychopractice; making available through publications, help lines, web sites and publications, why, when, and for whom, psychotherapy, counselling or other modalities are relevant, and what are reasonable expectations as regards outcomes and practitioner behaviour. 

In addition, I believe there would need to be a comprehensive, publicly available, listing of all psychopractitioners whatever their accreditation, who are prepared to declare in some detail their training, experience, orientation, capability, terms, complaints procedures and accreditation status, I have published a detailed proposal for how this can be implemented in my proposal for a Practitioner Full Disclosure List.

There are two other reasons why regulation of psychopractice should not take legislative form and why it will continue both to meet with determined resistance and low compliance. They deserve greater space than I have time for here but are likely to exert a vital influence on the shape of any psychopractice-wide accountability settlement.

Defining human nature
Though many psychopractitioners appear unaware of it, all psychopractice involves the constant renegotiation of what is ‘human’ and ‘natural’, an ongoing task that many people see as being a core element of all acceptable political settlements. For a very diverse grouping such as psychopractitioners, but only perhaps 50,000 in number, to be licensed by the state as the people who know about human nature, who are implicitly experts in the definition of human nature, and for other, unlicensed practitioners who conduct such negotiations with clients to be criminalised, is politically unacceptable. This perception, though not often clearly articulated, is I believe at the root of the deep disquiet and continuing resistance of many psychopractitioners to SR. 



Compromised creativity
There is considerable informal evidence that across the last decade, the ‘getting ready for regulation’ components in the accreditation of psychopractice training courses, have resulted in the inhibition of psychotherapeutic creativity and a corresponding shift towards a ‘pasteurised’, risk-averse practice. Two examples will illustrate this. Discussing touch in US therapy, Babette Rothschild (Rothschild 2000) says ‘many malpractice insurance policies will not cover treatment methods that use touch and the licensing boards of most U.S. states forbid it. (my emphasis). Describing the end of his long training, a psychotherapist I work with said recently that, ‘it wasn’t an inquiry; it was a regulation framework I was being pushed into’. That this process will be dramatically accelerated by a state licensure that requires the definition of ‘roles’, ‘standards’ and ‘discipline’ seems overwhelmingly likely. If this is the price to be paid for ‘client protection’, is it not far too high, both for the field of psychopractice and for clients?
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